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Introduction 
While running on Natural Gas, a conventional combustion injector promotes carbon deposition on the 
shroud of the injector. We will call this injector the 2020. Although this carbon deposition has not been 
correlated with any form of engine degradation to date, it is an undesirable characteristic and should be 
eliminated if possible. CFD analysis has been used to visualize the fully combusting flow in the 
conventional engine, but the chemistry driving deposition is not well understood. Understanding both the 
fluid dynamics and chemistry will facilitate in creating and modifying robust injector tip designs that 
eliminate carbon accumulation. The broad goal of the work that follows is to develop a knowledge base 
and methodology for troubleshooting carbon buildup on both the 2020 injector studied here and others 
experiencing a similar problem.  

Towards this goal a literature review is conducted to present relevant theory and background on carbon 
formation. Three Chemkin models are then evaluated. The first, an equilibrium model, examines the 
thermodynamics of the problem. The following two examine the detailed chemistry and species transport 
involved: Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR), and Opposed Flow Diffusion Flame. Finally the CFD models 
are analyzed in light of what is learned through the Chemkin models.  

Brief History 
There are two dual fuel injectors of interest in this study: the current production injector, commonly 
referred to as the Cutback and the proposed injector, referred to as the 2020.  
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(a) Cutback 

 
(b) 2020 

Figure 1: Results of paint tests for the Cutback and 2020 injectors. Half of the 2020 injector shroud 
had carbon removed. All 2020 injectors had carbon deposits, while none of the Cutback injectors 
did. 

 
In order to qualify the 2020 injector for production a thermal paint test was completed to compare the 
performance of the Cutback and 2020. This paint test revealed the propensity of the 2020 injector to 
collect carbon. A second paint test was completed to compare the performance of the 2020 injector both 
with and without effusion cooling holes on the shroud. It was found that the effusion cooling holes had no 
effect on the carbon buildup. Results from one of the paint tests is provided in Figure 1.  
 
A CFD study was then undertaken to compare the performance of the Cutback and 2020 injectors. It was 
found that while both injectors had the same total effective area for the air passages (radial, inner and 
outer swirlers), the 2020 injector had 50% less air through the inner swirler when compared to the 
Cutback. This altered the flow field and mixing of fuel and air near the shroud. Some of these results will 
be presented here.  
 
Finally, a detailed chemistry analysis was undertaken in order to better understand the reasons for the 
carbon deposition and better direct mitigation efforts. The results of this study are presented here in 
detail.  

Background and Theory 
Soot is a generic term that often encompasses a wide variety of compounds. The use of the word "soot" 
may be meant to include products of incomplete combustion from carbon-containing materials such as oil, 
fuel oils or gasoline, coal, paper, rubber plastics, and biomass.  With such a broad definition, the term 
"soot" could include a variety of organic compounds, tars, and ash. Since we are only concerned with 
gaseous combustion we will confine ourselves to discussing the different types of carbon formed and will 
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define two relevant terms: carbon black1 and pyrocarbon. The term carbon black can also be used to refer 
to commercially produced carbon particulate. The methods of commercial production are described on 
the website of the International Carbon Black Association. For our purposes however, carbon black will 
refer to carbon which nucleates in the gas phase, and which is also commonly referred to as "soot" (the 
two terms will be used interchangeably).     

According to Bourrat, during a combustion or pyrolysis event two types of carbon may be formed: one is 
in the gas phase, called carbon black, the other is a deposit typically on a furnace wall, called pyrocarbon. 
He describes the difference as follows: "To some extent, there is an analogy with the familiar phenomena 
of snow and frost formation: gas phase nucleation yields snow {carbon black} and heterogeneous 
nucleation on a substrate and subsequent growth gives frost {pyrocarbon}." Unlike snow, once the carbon 
black particles have 'nucleated' in the gas, they can grow via the same heterogeneous surface reactions 
on the carbon black itself through which pyrocarbon grows2.  

There is little difference (for our purposes) between commercially produced carbon blacks and soot 
produced from gaseous combustion. Glassman states that carbon formed in flames generally contains at 
least 1% weight of hydrogen. On an atomic basis this results in an empirical formula of C8H. In his 
comparison of diesel soot and commercial carbon blacks, Clague [1999] finds values consistent with 
Glassman's: commercial carbon blacks contain 0.2 to 0.7% hydrogen by weight and diesel soot is 
approximately 90% carbon, 4% oxygen and 3 % hydrogen by weight. Clague also found that at a primary 
particle level, diesel soot and commercially produced carbon blacks were virtually indistinguishable. This 
supports the statement made by Lahaye [1981]: "From the point of view of morphology [size and shape] 
and internal structure .....there appear to be no differences between soot and carbon black."  Later work 
of Lahaye [1994] indicates that in pyrolytic systems, as well as in flames, PAHs are the  precursors of 
carbon nuclei. Therefore the mechanism governing carbon particulate formation in flames also governs 
the formation of commercially produced carbon black.  

Chemical Kinetics of Forming Carbon 

Carbon Black 
As Law [2010] states, it is well accepted that the physical and chemical coalescence of PAHs (Polycyclic 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons) is responsible for the inception of soot. Therefore we must first understand how 
we arrive at these higher hydrocarbons from our light hydrocarbon fuels such as methane. The diagram in 
Figure 2 gives a high level illustration of the process of soot formation with the reverse process in the 
presence of radicals (OH, O) leading to oxidation.  

 

                                                        
1 It appears that "carbon black" is used to refer to purposefully produced carbon from a commercial process while "black carbon" 
is used to refer to any elemental carbon produced in a flame. I have been unable to find any other technical difference between 
the two terms. The confusion may simply be a nomenclature problem between fields, for in the atmospheric sciences "black 
carbon" is typically used to refer to elemental carbon from combustion present in the atmosphere. It appears that the kinetic 
mechanism for the formation of carbon particulate in soot and carbon black is the same and therefore I will not distinguish 
between the two.  
 
2 The morphologies of carbon black and pyrocarbon may be different, and those interested in producing carbon commercially are 
greatly interested in controlling size, shape, and structure of the carbon produced. This is beyond the scope of this work however.  
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Figure 2: Diagram of soot formation and oxidation. 

 

Soot formation begins with the formation of acetylene (C2H2) from the fuel. For methane combustion, the 
formation of acetylene is easily shown through a standard chemical pathway analysis given in Figure 3. 
The C2 pathway tends to be favored for fuel rich combustion. Propargyl radicals (C3H3) are also assumed 
to play a key role in the formation of PAHs. 

 

Figure 3: Reaction pathways in a methane flame (adapted from Warnatz 1981) [Law 2010] 

 

The development of PAHs, their growth and subsequent transition to solid, soot particles is described well 
by Frenklach (2002). He identifies several possible pathways of PAH formation, involving both even-
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carbon (acetylene) and odd-carbon (propargyl radical) pathways. Polymerization results in the first 
aromatic rings, typically benzene or phenyl rings. These rings grow to be PAHs primarly through the H-
abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) mechanism. The HACA mechanism primarily involves two steps (1) 
abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the reacting hydrocarbon (i.e. aromatic ring) by a gaseous hydrogen 
atom, and (2) addition of a gaseous acetylene molecule to the radical site formed. 

With PAHs now formed, we can discuss their involvement in soot formation, however we should preface 
this discussion with a statement from Frenklach (2002):  "the transition of gas-phase species to solid 
particles is probably the least understood part of the soot formation process." PAH molecules form soot 
particles via both chemical reactions with gaseous precursors and physical collisions among PAH 
molecular species and clusters. Nucleation kinetics controls the number of growing particles while 
coagulation controls the evolution of particle number density. Finally the carbon mass accumulated is 
determined primarily by surface reactions, growth and oxidation.  

Surface growth and oxidation of the soot particles is analogous to the growth and oxidation of large 
PAHs. The surface of the soot particles looks like the edge of a PAH molecule and therefore the HACA 
mechanism is assumed to govern the growth process. H atoms are abstracted from the surface, 
activating surface sites and forming surface radicals. These radicals react with incoming gaseous 
species, both hydrocarbons that lead to growth and oxidizers that lead to depletion.  

This discussion is consistent with Glassman's observations that "fuel pyrolysis rates and mechanisms 
control the tendency of a given fuel to soot." Those fuels which pyrolyze fastest to form the soot 
precursors will have the greatest tendency to soot. Thus, while methane may be the main constituent in 
natural gas, the small concentrations of higher hydrocarbons (with faster flame speeds) may be important 
to consider. A nominal composition of the natural gas used for testing at Solar, as provided by San Diego 
Gas and Electric is given in Table 1.   

Table 1: Nominal composition of natural gas provided by San Diego Gas and Electric. 

 Percent of  Fuel Component 
Methane (CH4) 92.7899 % 
Ethane (C2H6) 4.16 % 
Propane (C3H8) 0.84 % 
N-Butane (C4H10) 0.18 % 
N-Pentane (C5H12) 0.04 % 
Hexane (C6H14) 0.04 % 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 0.44 % 
Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) 0.0001 % 
Nitrogen (N2) 1.51 % 
   

Pyrocarbon 
Lobo [2011] reviewed carbon deposition from hydrocarbons on various metal foils (Nickel, Iron, Cobalt, 
steel and alloys). Lobo described 3 temperature regions for carbon deposition on catalysts: (1) a lower 
temperature regime (660-1020 F) where the rate is independent of the nature of the hydrocarbon used 
and the gas pressures, (2) an intermediate regime (1020-1200 F), which is kinetically controlled, and (3) a 
high temperature regime in which pyrolytic gas phase carbon formation occurs independent of the solid 
surface (i.e. carbon black / soot). No specific kinetic mechanism or correlations are proposed or 
referenced by Lobo.  

Lobo [1972] previously completed a study on carbon deposition from light hydrocarbons on nickel at low 
temperatures (640-1060 F). He suggests that the nickel surface may play a role in carbon deposition in 2 
ways: (1) minute amounts of carbon present in the pure nickel may segregate and form graphite domains 
on the surface which might act as nucleation sites (2) small amounts of nickel were found in the carbon 
deposit suggesting that nickel crystallites are catalyzing the deposition and then dispersing through the 
deposited carbon. In Lobo's experiments the carbon was loosely attached to the surface and several 
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millimeters thick.  

Bond [1997] provides a review of carbon deposition on metal surfaces. He states that "It is only in very 
exceptional circumstances that the interaction of a hydrocarbon with a metal surface does not lead to 
carbon deposition." Figure 4 provided by Bond gives a general description of the many pathways of 
carbon deposition from a generic hydrocarbon caused by interaction with a surface. 

 
Figure 4: Forms of carbon involved in the decomposition of the hydrocarbon CnHm, where n=1 
and m=4 for methane [Bond, 1997]. 

Reaction Design Mechanism (CHEMKIN) 
The homogeneous chemistry (gas chemistry) is modeled using an Ethylene/Air mechanism proposed by 
Appel [2000] with 101 species and 543 reactions. It provides the necessary chemistry to predict the 
formation of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarons (PAHs) up to pyrene (A4). PAHs are necessary for 
predicting soot particle nucleation. The mechanism follows the work of Frenklach and coworkers, having 
soot nucleation occur through the dimerization of pyrene molecules. The Chemkin mechanism represents 
this as a single nucleation reaction given in Equation 1. This reaction indicates that when two pyrene 
molecules come together, 32 carbon black particles as bulk species (B) in the gas phase will be produced 
along with surface sites (S) that will participate in the growth and oxidation reactions of these new solid 
carbon particles. Note that the rate provided for this nucleation reaction does not have an activation 
temperature.  

2A4=>32C(B)+20H(S)+28.72(S) (1) 
 
	  
The nucleation, growth, and oxidation of soot is given by Reaction Design as a heterogeneous chemical 
mechanism (surface chemistry) [CHEMKIN Tutorial Manual, 2011].  Soot mass growth is allowed to occur 
through two routes: (1) H-Abstraction-C2H2-Addition (HACA) and (2) PAH condensation. It is thought that 
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HACA is the main route of soot growth in the flame, with PAH being more prevalent in the post-flame 
zone. Although O, OH, and O2 can all oxidize soot, the Reaction Design mechanism includes oxidation 
only through OH for simplicity. OH is considered the most effective soot oxidizer in the flame zone.  

Chemkin Modeling 

Equilibrium 
Li [2011], in investigating pyrocarbon deposition from ethanol, first evaluates the equilibrium concentration 
of solid carbon as a function of temperature. A constant temperature, constant pressure problem is 
chosen. This would be a maximum bound on the concentration of solid carbon, assuming very long times 
at the given temperature and pressure. Equilibrium calculations are often used to screen possible 
operating conditions for Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) processes that ensure deposition [Chemkin 
Tutorial: Equilibrium Analysis of Chlorosilane CVD].  

In an effort to pursue the simplest model which is still effective in directing injector design choices, a map 
indicating the temperature and equivalence ratio at which solid carbon is present in equilibrium is given in 
Figure 5. Pure methane is used as the fuel, and temperature and equivalence ratio are varied 
independently while pressure is held constant. For each equivalence ratio, the maximum temperature at 
which carbon is present at equilibrium is determined. A temperature boundary line is then plotted, below 
which carbon is present, and above which no carbon is present. Although the quantities of carbon black 
present at equilibrium change with pressure, the carbon formation map does not when comparing results 
at atmospheric and engine pressures (~17atm).     

 
Figure 5: Map of carbon formation as a function of equivalence ratio and temperature.  

Perfectly Stirred Reactor 
To begin to investigate the role that finite rate chemical kinetics might play in the formation of carbon 
black, a PSR is used. We wish to investigate the role of temperature, pressure, residence time, 
equivalence ratio, and fuel composition. Convergence is difficult when using the surface mechanism to 
predict the formation of carbon black directly, therefore we currently limit our investigation to the gas, 
using the C2/air mechanism of Appel and plot concentrations of carbon black precursors such as 
acetylene, benzene, and higher order PAHs when present.  

Figure 6 shows the mole fraction of acetylene as a function of residence time (0.5 to 200 msec), for a 
range of temperatures (900-2000 F), at a constant equivalence ratio of 2. This is done for two pressures: 
atmospheric and the nominal pressure in the combustion chamber, 17 atm; as well as two fuel 
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compositions: pure methane and methane doped with 4% ethane. Methane is often used as a surrogate 
for natural gas because it is typically the largest constituent, however we wish to see if small amounts of 
higher order hydrocarbons such as ethane can have an appreciable affect on the formation of carbon 
black precursors.   

 

  
(a) Pure Methane, P = 1 atm (b) 96/4 CH4/C2H6, P = 1 atm 

  
(a) Pure Methane,  P = 17 atm (b) 96/4 CH4/C2H6,  P = 17 atm 

Figure 6: Mole fraction of acetylene as a function of residence time for a range of temperatures 
(given in Fahrenheit). Both (a, c) pure methane and (b, d) methane with 4% ethane were evaluated. 
An equivalence ratio of 2 is used for the investigation.  

 
Results from temperatures below 1100 F are not plotted because no acetylene is formed. At either 
pressure and any residence time, a decrease in temperature results in a decrease in acetylene. If we 
decrease the pressure from 17 atm to 1 atm, we see a marked decrease in acetylene at shorter residence 
times, but similar acetylene concentrations at the longer residence times. Acetylene production stops 
however at a higher temperature under atmospheric conditions. Finally, although the addition of ethane is 
small, it does seem to have an appreciable affect on the production of acetylene especially at shorter 
residence times. Therefore, it is possible that the small amounts of higher order hydrocarbons may be 
having a significant affect on carbon deposition.  

At the conditions listed above, Pyrene, which is the PAH necessary for the nucleation of carbon according 
to the Reaction Design Mechanism, did not form.  

The model above is re-run with larger ranges for temperatures (900 to 3000 F) and residence times (0.5 
ms to 1 min). Pressure is taken to be 17 atm and pure methane is used as the fuel. The plots in Figure 7 
show the temperature threshold for pyrene formation for each residence time. This creates a 'map' of 
pyrene formation. If we are above the line, pyrene, and therefore we assume soot will form and if we are 
below the line, no pyrene or soot will form.   

It is found that no pyrene forms at stoichiometric conditions so we begin our 'map' with an equivalence 
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ratio of 2. As expected, pyrene forms at higher temperatures and longer residence times. If we increase 
the equivalence ratio to 5, the line moves to slightly cooler temperatures and shorter residence times, but 
very little change is seen if the equivalence ratio is increased again to 10. Even if we increase the 
equivalence ratio to a very large value of 50, very little change is seen.  

 

  
(a) φ=2 (b) φ=5 

  
(c) φ=10 (d) φ=50 

Figure 7: Map of pyrene/soot formation as a function of temperature and residence time. The 
pressure is 17 atm and the fuel is pure methane The results from 4 different equivalence ratios (φ) 
are shown. 

 

Opposed Flow Diffusion Flame 
Perfectly stirred reactors do not directly account for transport affects, therefore an opposed flow diffusion 
flame model is presented here. The flame is run under atmospheric conditions, direct prediction of carbon 
black formation is included, and the fuel and oxidizer have the same inlet velocity. Fuel approaches from 
the left and the oxidizer from the right as shown in Figure 8.   
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Figure 8: Illustration of an opposed flow diffusion flame [Chemkin Theory Guide]. 

 
Figure 9 provides the results from this study using the same orientation as that given in Figure 8. There 
are three major takeaways:  

1. Figure 9 (a) shows that pyrene production occurs at higher temperatures (>1800 F, consistent 
with the PSR modeling), however Figure 9 (b) proves that because of the transport in a flame, 
pyrene may be located at much lower temperatures on the fuel side of the flame.  

2. In comparing Figure 9 (b) and (c) we see that carbon black nucleates wherever pyrene is found, 
regardless of temperature.  This is consistent with our earlier observation that the nucleation 
reaction in the Reaction Design mechanism does not have an activation temperature. 

3. Finally, in Figure 9 (d) we find that CO can be a good 'marker' species for pyrene/soot. This 
observation will be useful in analyzing a CFD model that lacks detailed chemistry.    

    
Flames at higher pressures were also evaluated. As pressure increases, the flame thickness decreases, 
however the three trends above remain the same, therefore the results are not presented here.  
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(a) Rate of Production of Pyrene (b) Mole Fraction of Pyrene 
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(c) Rate of Production of Carbon Black (d) Mole Fraction of CO and Pyrene 

Figure 9: Results from opposed flow diffusion flame model relevant to carbon formation. 

CFD Analysis 
Using the knowledge we have gained from the Chemkin modeling we can now attempt to apply this 
knowledge to the CFD model of the actual combustor and reason our way to the most likely culprit for the 
carbon deposition.  

Assumption #1: Carbon Black 
If we assume that the carbon on the injector shroud is forming in the gas phase and deposited on the 
shroud surface there are two reasons this may be happening. First the carbon may be forming in a rich 
recirculation zone near the shroud which may be behaving as a PSR. By determining the residence time, 
temperature and equivalence ratio in the recirculation zone we can test this theory against the PSR 
modeling done previously. Second, the carbon may be forming in the flame and transported back to the 
shroud where it is depositing. This can be tested by looking at the flow field and the location of CO in the 
CFD model.  

1. Carbon Black Forming Near the Shroud 
To determine if carbon black is likely to form in the recirculation zone near the shroud of the injector we 
need to know something about this recirculation zone. Recirculation zones form near the shroud for both 
the cutback and the 2020 injectors, however the morphology of the zones is different. The zone is 
identified by finding an iso-surface of zero axial velocity. This iso-surface intersects the shroud, allowing a 
volume to be found. Star-CCM+ also provides the net mass flux across the surface. The temperature and 
pressure in the recirculation zone area can also be estimated from the CFD results giving a density. 
Finally average residence times for the recirculation zones can be found. Although the zone for the 20/20 
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injector is smaller, its residence time is longer because of the small mass flux across the surface.  

Because the temperatures near the shroud are near 900-1000 F and the residence time is on the order of 
2 ms, it does not appear from Figure 10 that the carbon deposition we are seeing is due to carbon black 
produced in the gas phase near the shroud. The temperatures and residence times near the shroud are 
well into the No Pyrene/Soot zone.  

Near ShroudNear ShroudNear ShroudNear Shroud

 
Figure 10: Relevance of PSR model near the injector shroud. Plot made at an equivalence ratio of 
2 and pressure of 17atm.  

2. Carbon Black Transported to the Shroud 
From the opposed flow diffusion flame model we found that CO can be a good marker for Pyrene and that 
wherever Pyrene is present, soot can nucleate regardless of temperature. Therefore if the CFD showed 
reasonable quantities of CO present near the shroud we could conclude that transport alone is most likely 
responsible for the carbon deposition. Figure 11 shows, for the 2020 injector, plots of uniform velocity 
vectors colored by mass fraction of CO where the range has been limited to 5% of the maximum CO in 
the combustor. The red vectors are therefore a good indication of the location of the flame.  
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(a) Radial visualization plane 

 
(b) Theta visualization plane 

Figure 11: Uniform velocity vectors colored by mass fraction of CO from 0 to 5% maximum CO for 
the 2020 Injector (same scale used for both a and b). 
 
Figure 11 does not indicate that CO is present near the shroud, nor that there is a direct flow path for it to 
the shroud. The flame appears anchored away from the injector, stabilized by outer recirculation zones 
only and the swirl angle is low enough to prevent a center recirculation zone from forming. It is therefore 
unlikely that the carbon or its precursors are being transported to the shroud for deposition.  
 
Furthermore, in Delhaes's review of pyrocarbon deposition for CVD [2001] he states that, "...a pyrocarbon 
should be formed at a lower T and (or) P than predicted by classical homogeneous nucleation, which 
gives rise to the formation of carbon blacks." He also states that "It has been shown that the substrate 
plays a role in the first pyrocarbon layers from a physical (roughness, curvature and surface energy) and 
a chemical (nucleation sites) point of view." Delhae's and Lobo's discussions suggest that the shroud 
surface must be playing a role in the deposition process. 

Assumption #2: Pyrocarbon 
Figure 12 shows a vector plot colored by the local equivalence ratio as determined from the CFD models 
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employing the 2020 and Cutback injectors. Because we expect carbon formation to occur only in 
stoichiometric or rich areas we remove all vectors with an equivalence ratio less than one. Also, since the 
equivalence ratio in the pure fuel stream would be infinity we only plot to an equivalence ratio of two since 
that seems to capture the range near the shroud. We see that CFD predicts rich regions near the shroud 
for the 2020 injector but not for the Cutback injector. This is most likely due to the reduced air flow rate 
through the inner swirler on the 20/20 injector as compared to the Cutback.  

 

  
(a) 20/20 (Carbon) (b) Cutback (No Carbon) 

Figure 12: Plots of local equivalence ratio greater than one for the 20/20 and Cutback injectors. 

 
To evaluate the possibility that the carbon seen on the shroud is due to pyrocarbon we plot the conditions 
near the 2020 shroud on the equilibrium model in red. The maximum equivalence ratio near the shroud is 
taken from CFD analysis above, along with the temperature range from the paint test (<915 F) and CFD 
(750 F). The 2020 shroud has been shown to collect carbon during paint tests, and this seems to be 
predicted by Figure 5.  The conditions near the Cutback shroud are not plotted because they are out of 
range. The maximum equivalence ratio near the shroud for the Cutback injector is 0.5 and the 
temperature from paint tests is around 1080F. This would be well into the 'no carbon' zone of Figure 13.  

Figure 13 may also help to explain the results of the Engine and Single Injector Rig testing completed 
recently (see EDMs in the reference section). The Cutback and 2020 injectors were run in an additional 
engine and the Single Injector Rig without paint in an attempt to compare the performance of a third 
injector design, intended to help mitigate carbon formation. The 2020 injector however was not shown to 
collect carbon to the extent seen in the previous paint tests. It's possible that the surface condition of the 
shroud (painted vs. bare metal) may be having an effect on the extent of carbon deposition. CFD and 
paint test show the conditions near the shroud to be very near the 'carbon threshold' in Figure 13, 
therefore small perturbations in the surface preparation might tip the scales towards or away from 
deposition. This could be investigated in an additional Single Injector Rig test that compares the 
performance of a bare metal 2020 injector to a painted 2020 injector.   
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Figure 13: Map of carbon formation as a function of equivalence ratio and temperature from the 
equilibrium model. The conditions near the 20/20 shroud at full load conditions based on CFD and paint 
tests are given in red. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
The conclusions from the Chemkin modeling are as follows: 

1. Rich mixtures are required for carbon formation (soot or pyrocarbon). 

2. Small amounts of higher hydrocarbons in the fuel (ethane, propane, etc) will increase the likely 
hood of soot formation.   

3. Increased pressure allows for the formation of soot precursors at lower temperatures and shorter 
residence times. 

4. Due to transport effects, soot precursors can be located on the fuel side of a flame at 
temperatures at which they are not produced.  

5. The nucleation of soot is not temperature dependent. If a precursor is present, soot will nucleate.  

6. Soot and its precursors are typically co-located with carbon monoxide (CO), and therefore CO 
can be a good 'marker species' for soot when evaluating a CFD model which lacks detailed 
chemistry. 

Based on the CFD analysis performed in light of the conclusions above, pyrocarbon is the likely culprit for 
the carbon deposition found on the 2020 injector during thermal paint tests. The carbon map at 
equilibrium showed promise in correlating this phenomenon, predicting that at engine conditions the 2020 
injector will form carbon and the Cutback injector will not. This is consistent with the results from the paint 
tests. The fact that the 2020 injector lies very near the carbon threshold line also may explain why the 
bare metal injectors tested recently in an additional engine test and the Single Injector Rig did not collect 
carbon to the extent found during the paint tests. Being near the threshold it is possible that the condition 
of the shroud (painted or unpainted) has a significant effect on the carbon formation process.  

Based on the study presented in this EDM it is recommended that: 
• Single Injector Rig testing be performed to confirm whether or not the thermal paint is influencing 

the carbon formation on the 2020.   
• The carbon map at equilibrium be considered as a tool in the design of other injectors which 

prevent carbon deposition.  
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Appendix 

Visualization Planes 

 
(a) Radial visualization plane.  

 
(b) Theta visualization plane. 

Figure 14: Visualization planes and their nomenclature. 

Vector Field for Cutback 
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(a) Radial visualization plane 

 
(b) Theta visualization plane 

Figure 15: Uniform velocity vectors colored by mass fraction of CO from 0 to 5% maximum CO for 
the Cutback Injector (same scale used for both a and b). 

 
 


